
The OK Boomer Band 
  

            OK Boomer is the latest evolution of a trio which formed in 2007, 
when the established rhythm section of drummer, Jeff Degitz, and 
bassist, Bob Sweigert, invited guitarist, John Escosa to join them. All 
three musicians are also singers and, ultimately, it is their vocal 
collaboration which sets the group apart from the rest of the field. 

            Jeff Degitz is the visionary who has established the essentially 
acoustic format, in which the band currently presents a variety of 
material ranging from traditional pop songs through more contemporary 
country stylings, a bit of bluegrass material, and some classic rock 
standards. Jeff has a long list of credits, having anchored a number of 
regionally well-known bands since beginning his professional music 
career as a young teen. He is a superb musician and percussionist, and 
creates an unmistakable, huge pocket from which the band’s sound 
delivers its crowd-pleasing presentation. Jeff’s singing voice is 
distinctive and captivating. 

            Bob Sweigert, who was a founding member of the well-known  
“Junkyard Band”, is an accomplished bassist.  Along with Jeff, he 
creates a foundation for the group’s extraordinary feel. Bob is also the 
groups technical director , adding his skills in music production to 
ensure that the bands presentation is clear and clean.  

            John Escosa is the guitarist/vocalist who helped establish 
Endgame as one of the premier cover bands in the tri-state region as 
early as 1972. He has performed with many regionally and nationally 
acclaimed groups since his professional music career began in the late 
1960s. 

Jeff, Bob and John bring a level of musicianship to the stage 
which is rarely heard in a “local/regional” band. You will want to sing 
along, dance and revel in wonderful music which has brought meaning 
to your life, as you enjoy The OK Boomer Band. 

Great Songs!  
Great Singing!  
Great Memories!  

  



  


